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Kingfisher sales slide as new boss stops
"distracting" projects
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Kingfisher plc (LON:KGF) sales were further bent out of shape in the third
quarter as new chief executive Thierry Garnier said the retailer's priorities are
to fix "operational issues" in France and halting a number of his predecessor's
projects.
After eight weeks "immersed" in the business, Garnier said it is "clear that there
is much to do" and his early assessment was an ill-disguised criticism of the
previous leadership, including that "we have not found the right balance
between getting the benefits of group scale and staying close to local markets".
READ: Kingfisher appoints Carrefour executive Thierry Garnier as new boss
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"We are suffering from organisational complexity, and we are trying to do too
much at once with multiple large-scale initiatives running in parallel," he added,
saying this had disrupted sales and distracted the business from focusing on
customers.
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Sales in the three months to 31 October of £2.96bn were down 3.1% year on
year, or down 3.7% on a like-for-like basis, compared to LFL sales down 4% in
the second quarter and up 0.8% in the first.
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This reflected continuing "disruption" from the new product ranges introduced
by previous boss Véronique Laury, along with lower promotional activity and
"softer market conditions" in its main markets.

Kingfisher is Europe's leading home
improvement retail group and the third
largest in the world, with leading market
positions in the UK, France, Poland, Turkey
and
China.

UK and Irish LFL sales were up 0.4% at constant currencies but down 1% on a
LFL basis, with the B&Q chain down 3.4% and Screwfix up 3.7%.
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France continued to be the problem, with "ongoing operational challenges"
blamed, down 6.1% with both Castorama and Brico Dépôt down by a similar
amount, while Russia, Iberia and Poland were also declining.
Garnier, who has already appointed a new chief financial officer, a new CEO of the French business and repositioned
interim CFO John Wartig as chief transformation and development officer, said the first priority is to fix issues in IT and
the supply chain in France as well as to "refocus our efforts".
This will include "stopping or pausing" various initiatives to concentrate on stabilising performance, while the
Frenchman works on drawing up a longer-term plan to "refocus on our customers, simplify our model, embrace digital
and return our business to growth".
Market unimpressed
Shares in Kingfisher fell more than 7% to below 194p.
Analysts at UBS, which have a 'sell' rating on the shares, said the LFL sales were much worse than the consensus
forecast for a 1.4% decline and so suggested this miss and the "potential ongoing pressure" in the fourth quarter "could
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result in downgrades" to full-year the underlying PBT consensus.
Independent retail analyst Nick Bubb said "much effort and work has gone on the fruitless pursuit of the much-vaunted
synergies over the years", with Laury seen as "not up to the job" and preceding boss Ian Cheshire "shafted by the
French when he tried to knock heads together".
On Garnier's chances of finally getting to grips with the sprawling group, he said: "The issue now is whether the new
guy tries to break the group up but with Screwfix slowing down the time may have gone."
Richard Hunter at Interactive Investor said the transformation plan "has simply not been transformative to date", with
directors bemoaning the organisational complexity but thwarted as competitors "move on quickly, leaving groups such
as Kingfisher running to stand still".
"Unfortunately the near-term outlook from the company is equally bleak and the new CEO will have the combined
challenges of both assimilating Kingfisher's culture for himself as well as making the necessary improvements to the
company's fortunes."
Julie Palmer at Begbies Traynor said the board will know that a change in CEO does not mean an instant change in
fortunes for an organisation as large as Kingfisher.
"The advantage for Thierry Garnier is that this poor performance will give license for him to put his own mark on the
organisation. Bold changes will be needed across the board to entice people back into store and to generate a bug for
DIY once more - and in a climate where disposable income is low, there should be a market opportunity to create
demand for people looking to renovate their homes at a lower cost."
-- Adds share price and broker comment --
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored
to
your
specific
situation.
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